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Abstract:
This study aims to determine the impact of information technology, as an element of social planning, used for the empowerment of social workers in government hospitals in Cairo, and to identify the obstacles faced. The population consisted of 138 social workers working in 54 government hospitals in the Cairo governorate, during the period 28/12/2017 to 15/2/2018. The study found that information technology has a significant impact on all dimensions of empowerment. It has also shown that there is little application by social workers in the use of information technology, and illustrated that social workers have insufficient training in the use of information systems. Therefore, the study suggests that professional training units must consider including IT & communication skills in all training plans.
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Introduction:
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) are widespread in developed countries and considered integral to efforts to build social, political and economic participation in developing countries (Perron, et al,2010, p.67). Also, information and communication technology (ICT) can help developing countries tackle a wide range of health, social and economic problems. By improving access to information and enabling communication, ICT can play a role in reaching UN Millennium Development Goals, such as the elimination of extreme poverty, combating serious disease and achieving universal primary education and gender equality(UK Parliamentary Office for Science &Technology, March 2006 Number 261,P.1).Social workers need to be able to use the latest information and communication technologies to provide services, keep records,
analyze data for funding and program evaluation, to communicate and to participate in distance education and service provision (Wager, 2016, p. 584).

Social planning highlights the application of rational problem-solving techniques and data-driven approaches to identify, determine, and help coordinate services for target populations. Social planning is carried out by a myriad of organizations - from federal agencies to community organizations - attempting to solve problems ranging from child welfare to aging (Sager, 2008, p. 57).

The pace and reach of today's innovation in fields including information technology, space exploration and genetic engineering, often come from the transmission of skills promoted by the free exchange of ideas at the meeting points of previously separate fields of knowledge (Heywood, 2011, p. 96).

The launching of the scientific and technological revolution represents the decisive factor in the movement of the world's business systems, with the achievement of countless productive capacities. Successive scientific and technological revolutions have led to the elimination of traditional constraints, according to a study by (Hammad, 2008, p. 197), and, furthermore, highlighted the achievements of new technologies in overcoming the limitations of space, time, and the scarcity of raw materials and natural resources. These scientific and technological developments have had a significant impact in the formation of human resources in contemporary organizations in terms of quantity and quality (Zidane, 2002, p. 122). The required numbers of workers in general have become far fewer due to the replacement of individuals with modern technologies. The areas of expertise, skills levels and qualifications required from the members of contemporary organizations varied widely according to (Ibrahim, 2003, p. 83). This has resulted in significant changes in the number patterns, training and development of human resources, as well as the overall human resources management systems, in terms of performance design, culmination and measuring processes of performance evaluation. This was noted by the study of (Tawfiq, 2007).

ICT (including mobile devices) is characterized by the integration of technology into communications and has revolutionized how individuals interact. ICT has led to transformational changes in social services and other disciplines, including education and psychology. Although increasingly common in the practice of
traditional social services face to face, the research lacks the informal use of ICTs by practitioners with clients, which usually occurs between sessions, and at home, as an unplanned assistant (and unlicensed in many cases) to the traditional face of direct practice (Mishna. et al , 2016 , P.45)

As a result of the high scientific and cognitive level of social workers in contemporary social and health institutions, the tendency to empower social workers and involve them in carrying out decision-making responsibilities has increased. The scientific and technological revolution has been an important factor in the acquisition of many skills and expertise by social workers, as well as the provision of customer data enabling social workers to identify problems. This emphasizes the importance of transition to a new awareness of human resources commensurate with contemporary situations (Khattab,2009).

The internet and other communication technologies have changed many geographical limitations by allowing workers to access professional information and communicate more effectively. This is confirmed by the WebTV Pal Talk study, which highlights the importance of using communication technologies in the education of social workers so that they may keep up with the technology era. The development of the tools and utilities used is critical in enabling social workers to identify the objectives of operations and outcomes in partnership with different populations and communities more effectively, as confirmed by(Boehm, A., & Staples, L.,2002,Pp.449-450). However, social workers may face multiple obstacles in the use of information technology (Mustafa ,2011,p.188).

Hill and Shaw 2011 remarked that an additional way of viewing ICT within social work is to express it as a part of direct practice - of assessment, planning, intervention, recording, reviewing or evaluating. For example, in the health field, ‘telemedicine’ has been prominent for some time. The expression ‘social work’ has not yet surfaced, but the idea of telecare is beginning to figure (Hill & Shaw,2011, p.65).

The concept of "empowerment" has been widely accepted in recent years and is now used extensively in the field of social work (Gutierrez, Parsons, & Cox;1998; Lee, 1994; Simon, 1994; Solomon, 1976). ( Roberts & Greene,2002,p.401). This approach, which was first developed in the 1970s, is increasingly used in welfare policy, social programs, or direct intervention, and replaces the traditional

The research then dealt with the impact of information technology on the empowerment of social workers in government hospitals in the Cairo governorate

**Research Problem:**

1) The research problem is determined: what is the extent of using IT by social workers in government hospitals in Cairo?
2) What is the extent of empowerment for social workers in government hospitals in Cairo?
3) What is the relationship between Information Technology (IT) and the empowerment of social workers in government hospitals in Cairo Governorate, -Egypt?
4) What are the social planning indicators for maximizing the degree of empowerment for social workers working in government hospitals in Cairo Governorate, regarding IT?

**Research Objectives:**
The objectives of the study are:
- Describe the information technology (IT) used in public hospitals in Cairo.
- Determine the impact of the use of IT on the dimensions of the empowerment of social workers in government hospitals in Cairo.
- Identify obstacles faced by social workers in government hospitals, in the use of IT.
- Reach a set of planning indicators for maximizing the degree of empowerment for social workers working in Cairo Governorate hospitals, regarding IT.

**Research Hypotheses:**
The current study attempts to test the following hypotheses:
- First hypothesis: There is a significant relationship between the use of information technology and the efficiency of social workers in government hospitals.
- The second hypothesis: There is a significant relationship between the use of information technology and the ability of social workers to make decisions at government hospitals.
- Third hypothesis: There is a significant relationship between the use of information technology and the liability of the work of social workers at government hospitals.
Fourth hypothesis: There is a significant relationship between the use of information technology and the impact of social workers on decisions made in government hospitals.

Concepts of the Study:
Associated terminologies used within the research are:

1. **Information technology:**
   The technology involving the development, maintenance and use of computer systems, software, and networks for the processing and distribution of data (Merriam Webster, 2018). Social workers’ use of technology is proliferating; technology has transformed the nature of social work practice and greatly expanded social workers’ ability to assist people in need (NASW, 2017, p. 1).

   The operative definition of the information technology for social workers in governorate hospitals in Cairo is:
   - Using modern communication (Social Media) and information technology for service delivery for patients
   - The ability to use C & IT methods and techniques in professional communications, and data storage and retrieval
   - Using modern communication (Social Media) and information technology in e-therapy and intervention, e-Case study, information searching, e-diagnosis, helping process and e-therapy and intervention

2. **Empowerment:**
   The act or action of empowering someone or something; the granting of the power, right, or authority to perform various acts or duties (Webster, 2018).

   Empowerment has become a familiar term within many development agencies. Empowerment objectives also appear with increasing frequency in policy documents issued by governments, especially strategy papers dealing with poverty reduction (Alsop, 2006, p. 1). According to the dictionary of social work & social care (2013) empowerment is the process through which people who lack power become more powerful, not in the sense of having power over others but in working towards achieving their aims (Harris & White: 2018, p. 211).

   Empowerment is to give employees the appropriate powers, responsibilities and full freedom to choose the appropriate methods required to perform their work without interference from the administration. The role of the administration is to provide all the necessary resources and the appropriate work environment, and to qualify workers technically, psychologically and tactically, to give
them absolute confidence to achieve their work aims. Empowerment is, therefore, about providing social workers with the appropriate powers and responsibilities, as well as complete freedom to choose appropriate methods of performing their work and providing services to hospital clients.

Perceived empowerment includes four dimensions (efficiency - ability to choose - responsibility - influence).

Empowerment in this study can be determined as follows:

- The efficiency of social workers in government hospitals.
- The ability of social workers to make decisions at government hospitals.
- The importance of the work of social workers at government hospitals.
- The impact of social workers on decision-making in government hospitals.

Theoretical Framework:

The generalist practice of the social work profession depends mainly on social system theory and ecological theory. They are theoretical frameworks that provide a deeper and comprehensive vision about the way different systems interact. Selecting scientific theories is carried out in the light of many criteria such as the requirements of field practice and the aims that the profession seeks to achieve (Dandrawy, 2001, p.60).

1 Social systems theory:

Social systems theory is considered one of the main framework theories for the generalist practice of social work. It is a broad tool for thinking about and understanding how social life progresses and the relationships between systems in society. Every system consists of inputs, transformations processes, outputs, feedback and interaction with the surrounding environment. Systems are classified into open and closed systems. Open Systems, for example, are the systems that receive outside inputs according to their needs and limits. Such a system finds support from its external context to maintain its balance through internal and external adaptation. An agency or organization might consider an open social system that approaches interaction, interdependency, and exchange with the external community according to its needs. Social Systems theory refers to the concept of a social role and its significance in the system framework. The social role refers to a system of behaviors that are linked to the person who occupies a certain position or job in the organization. This moral
system is composed of behaviors, human relations and professional relations that are connected with the activities and different responsibilities of the role and how to perform it. Accordingly, each system has a role to play, and every member of this system has a role to play, which contributes towards achieving the system’s aims (Suleiman, et al., 2005, p. 292).

2 Communication theory:
Communication is the process by which knowledge is passed from one person to another.
Communications means:
- Direct means such as personal interviews - field visits - and participation in public events.
- Indirect means such as readable media including newspapers - audio - visual - images - computer (Abdel – Fattah, 2011, p.168).

Communication Elements:
- The content message or content to be transmitted from the sender to the receiver may be information or ideas.
- The sender is the entity from which the message is sent, that the owner wishes to convey to the future, and may be a person or institution.

Fields:
Study Place: (54) government hospitals inside the Cairo governorate
Time: The study applied in the period from 28/12/2017 to 15/02/2018.
Population:
A comprehensive record Of all social workers working in 54 government hospitals in Cairo governorate, The study applied to 138 social workers (N=138) there were (38 hospitals each of them includes 3 social worker ), there were (8 hospitals each of them includes only 2 social worker ), there were (8 hospitals each of them includes one social worker)
Statistical analytical method:
Data were processed through the computer using the program (SPSS. V.21.0), following statistical processes were applied:
- Duplicates & percentages to describe the characteristics of the study population
- The arithmetic mean (M) : to judge the level of relationship between IT, and Empowerment for social workers in governorate hospitals in Cairo Using Likert Quintet scale.
- Standard deviation (SD) : to know the extent of dispersion or non-dispersion of social workers' responses it also helps to rank the terms with the arithmetic mean, the less SD takes higher order.
- Coefficient of Alpha (Cronbach) Stability.
- Simple Regression analysis To study the effect of one variable on a single dependent variable (the Study hypotheses)
- Pearson Correlation Coefficient (R): to test the relationship between two quantitative variables as well as the relationship of the independent variable in the dependent variable, (test hypotheses)

Research methodology and tools:
1 Type of the Study: Due to the nature and the requirements of the subject, the study relies on descriptive approach, the research is considered a descriptive study, a case study method was implemented with social workers working in governmental hospitals in Cairo Governorate, with the intent to obtain sufficient data and information that can be used to study social workers working in government hospitals in Cairo Governorate.

- Tools: A questionnaire about "information technology and Empowerment of social workers in hospitals in Cairo Governorate" was used with social workers working in government hospitals in Cairo, to describe the relationship between the role of (IT) and Empowerment for them

Validity and reliability of the study tool:
- Face validity: the scale of (40) Items of (IT) used by social workers in government hospitals, was presented to (10) specialist reviewers in social work and experts in IT and professional empowerment in Cairo. They examined the scale and expressed their opinions on the stability of the scale items that contributed to the aims of study. All modifications suggested were made, the approval degree was at least 80% for each item.
- Internal consistency; the measurement was applied in its final form to a sample of (15) social workers working in a
government hospital in another governorate. The correlation coefficients were calculated by the index to which they belong. The correlation coefficients between the scale dimensions and the scale as a whole were calculated, as shown in the following:

**Reliability of the scale:**

Table (1) Results of the reliability of the questionnaire using the coefficient (Alpha - Cronbach)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr</th>
<th>First variable; Information Technology:</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
<th>(Alpha-Cronbach) coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dimension 1 using of modern communication and information technology for service delivery for patients</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dimension 2 The ability to use C &amp; IT methods and techniques in professional communications, data storage and retrieval</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dimension 3 The ability to use C &amp; IT methods and techniques in Case study, information searching, diagnosis, helping process, therapy and intervention</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dimensions as a whole</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|    | Second variable ; Empowerment            |                 |                             |
| 1  | Dimension 1 The ability of social workers to make decisions at government hospitals. | 6               | 0.92                        |
| 2  | Dimension 2 The efficiency of social workers in government hospitals. | 6               | 0.82                        |
| 3  | Dimension 3 The liability of the work of social workers at government hospitals. | 6               | 0.86                        |
| 4  | Dimension The impact of social workers on decision-making in government hospitals. | 6               | 0.85                        |
|    | Dimensions as a whole                   | 24              | 0.86                        |
|    | questionnaire as a whole                | 40              | 0.85                        |

Table (1) above shows that most of the coefficients of the variables have a high degree of reliability and can, thus, be relied upon and the tool is finalized.
The number of forms sent was 138 and the questionnaire was divided into the following:

1. Part I Group of Items 1 to 16 representing Information Technology.
   a. Items 1 to 5 represent (dimension of The efficiency of social workers in using modern communication and information technology for service delivery for patients)
   b. Items 5 to 10 represent (dimension of The ability to use C & IT methods and techniques in professional communications, data storage and retrieval, information
   c. The ability to use C & IT methods and techniques in Case study, information searching, diagnosis, helping process, therapy and intervention

2. Part II Group of Items 17 to 40 represents the four dimensions of Empowerment. The five-dimensional Likert scale is used as follows:
   a. Items 17 to 22 represent (dimension of The ability of social workers to make decisions)
   b. Items 23 to 28 represent (dimension of The efficiency)
   c. Items 29 to 34 represent (dimension of The liability of the work).
   d. Items 35 to 40 represent (dimension of The impact of social workers on decision-making in government hospitals

4. Part IV Explanatory Data

Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table (2) demographic variables (N= 138)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above table shows the demographic variables of the study sample since the female group is the largest percentage that may be because this field is more suitable for them, and the largest percentage is in the age group (40-50) that reflects the element of experience in professional practice, the table also shows that the majority of the social workers are married, in terms of qualify the largest percentage is in the bachelor, and the least percentage is in the Master degree. That may be because they have no time or enough money for post-graduation studies.

Results related to the first research question:

“What is the extent of using IT by social workers in government hospitals in Caro?”

Table (3) shows the means and the standard deviations of the dimensions and the overall measure of Variables (1) Information technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using of modern communication and information technology for service delivery for patients</td>
<td>308711</td>
<td>1.3318</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to use C &amp; IT methods and techniques in professional communications, data storage and retrieval</td>
<td>.3.978</td>
<td>1.22618</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to use C &amp; IT methods and techniques in case study, information searching, diagnosis, helping process, therapy and intervention</td>
<td>3.6868</td>
<td>1.04229</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions as a whole</td>
<td>3.8456</td>
<td>1.197</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table above shows that the degree of influence of information technology where the means increase The total mean is 3.8456 with a standard deviation of 1.197, the dimension of The ability to use C & IT methods and techniques in professional communications, data storage and retrieval was in the first order 3.978, and with a standard deviation
of 1.226, that may be because the Technological Revolution ant its affects on professional communication, then the dimension of The ability to use C & IT methods and techniques in Case study, information searching, diagnosis, helping process with arithmetic mean 3.6868 with a standard deviation of 1.0429, and finely the dimension of using modern communication and information technology for service delivery for patients with arithmetic mean 308711 with a standard deviation of 1.3318.

Results related to the second research question:
“What is the extent of empowerment for social workers in government hospitals in Caro?”

Table (4) shows the mean and the standard deviation of the dimensions and the overall measure of Variable no (2) empowerment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Efficiency dimension</td>
<td>3.8601</td>
<td>1.16930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The ability to make decision dimension</td>
<td>3.2972</td>
<td>1.00837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Responsibility dimension</td>
<td>3.6572</td>
<td>1.32252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The impact of social workers on decision-making dimension</td>
<td>3.4929</td>
<td>1.21521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dimensions as a whole</td>
<td>3.5768</td>
<td>1.08827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (3) above shows the increase in the perceptions of social workers, to some extent, on the efficiency dimension, where the arithmetic mean is higher than the average score of the scale (three points). The mean is 3.8601 with a standard deviation of 1.16930.

There was an increase in the perceptions of social workers, to some extent, on the ability of the select dimension, where the arithmetic mean is higher than the average score (three points). The mathematical average was 3.2972 with a standard deviation of 1.00837.

There was an increase in the perceptions of social workers, to some extent, on the responsibility dimension, where the arithmetic mean is higher than the mean score of the scale (three points). The arithmetic mean was 3.6572 with a standard deviation of 1.32252.

There was an increase in the perceptions of social workers, to some extent, on the effect dimension, where the arithmetic mean is higher than the mean score of the scale (three points). The arithmetic
mean was 3.4929 with a standard deviation of 1.21521. This result answered question NO (2) of the study.

Results related to the third research question:

“What is the relationship between Information Technology (IT) and the empowerment of social workers in government hospitals in Cairo Governorate, Egypt?”

Table (5) shows the impact of information technology on efficiency:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson correlation coefficient</th>
<th>The coefficient of determination</th>
<th>significance</th>
<th>Spearman correlation coefficient</th>
<th>significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.1001</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (5) above shows that there is a significant relationship between the two variables, it is a direct relationship, so that we accept the third hypothesis: There is a significant positive relationship between the use of information technology and the ability of social workers to make decisions at government hospitals.

Table (6) shows the impact of IT on the ability to make decisions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson correlation coefficient</th>
<th>The coefficient of determination</th>
<th>significance</th>
<th>Spearman correlation coefficient</th>
<th>significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (6) above shows that there is a significant relationship between the two variables, it is a direct relationship, so that we accept the second hypothesis: There is a significant positive relationship between the use of information technology and the ability of social workers to make decisions at government hospitals.

Table (7) the impact of IT on liability:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson correlation coefficient</th>
<th>The coefficient of determination</th>
<th>significance</th>
<th>Spearman correlation coefficient</th>
<th>significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear from the previous table that there is a significant relationship between the two variables, which is a direct relationship that makes us accept the third hypothesis: There is a significant
positive relationship between the use of information technology and the liability of the work of social workers at government hospitals.

**Table (8) the impact of information technology on the impact of social workers at government hospitals.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson correlation coefficient</th>
<th>The coefficient of determination</th>
<th>significance</th>
<th>Spearman correlation coefficient</th>
<th>significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (8) above shows that there is a significant relationship between the two variables, which is a direct relationship. That makes us accept the fourth hypothesis: There is a significant relationship between the use of information technology and the impact of social workers at government hospitals.

**Table (9) the impact of information technology on the empowerment of social workers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson correlation coefficient</th>
<th>The coefficient of determination</th>
<th>significance</th>
<th>Spearman correlation coefficient</th>
<th>significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The previous table shows that there is a significant relationship between the variables, which is a direct relationship between the use of information technology and the empowerment of social workers at government hospitals.

**Discussion:**

- The study sought to test hypotheses to find out if there is a correlation between the use of information technology and the empowerment of social workers in government hospitals through different dimensions of empowerment; dimensions of efficiency, ability to make decisions, and dimensions of responsibility, and their impact on decisions made within the government hospitals in which they work.

  The study found that there is a significant correlation between information technology and the different dimensions of empowerment (efficiency, ability to choose, responsibility, and influence on decisions), but to varying degrees.

  It also become apparent how weak the application of information technology was by social workers, due to the lack of training courses on modern technology. This was confirmed by the study of Ibrahim Mandour 2011, where she explained that one of the
most important obstacles to the success of employees in educational departments is the lack of computer training courses and the lack of effective interaction between all departments of hospitals. This may bedew to waiting for traditional transition of information rather than utilizing information technology. This is confirmed by the theory of communication, in particular the means of indirect communication, in the transmission of knowledge and information from one institution to another or from person to person.

Social workers face many obstacles to benefiting from information technology. For example, the lack of electronic devices available in departments of social work, as confirmed by the study Mustafa, F, Ramadan (2011) who explained that one of the difficulties facing the use of information technology is the lack of electronic devices in local councils in the provinces. In addition to this is the lack of maintenance of electronic devices in hospitals, leading to the destruction of many before full use is made of information technology.

There is no development of tools, devices or computer programs, as called for by the study of Boehm, A., & Staples, L. (2002), which described the need to develop tools which would enable social workers to determine the goals of empowerment.

Although information technology has contributed to the emergence of new social workers, there is some concern amongst specialists in government hospitals about the lack of modern possibilities.

Social workers also believe that failure to disseminate information on an ongoing basis may lead to inefficiency in hospital work.

**Results related to the fourth research question:**

"What are the social planning indicators for maximizing the degree of empowerment for social workers working in government hospitals in Cairo Governorate, regarding IT?"
A proposal of social planning indicators for achieving empowerment regarding the use of IT for social workers working in governorate hospitals:

1- Macro level;
- There must be a policy for professional development that sets communication skills and information technology skills at the top of its priorities.
- Development of programs, applications and networks to achieve communication between hospitals, and departments within hospitals, which will benefit from the exchange of disease files, and an increase in the performance of social workers and the services they provide to government hospitals.
- Importance given to the political advocacy for human rights and needs of social workers working in governmental hospitals, regarding communication and IT skills.
- Importance given to the human aspect of information systems, and work undertaken to absorb any new technology in this field, so that development depends on the degree of absorption of this technology by social workers.

2- Mezzo level;
- There must be a specialist unit for quality and accountability assurance training programs that make communication and information technology skills a course for professional mobility.

3- Micro level;
- The roles of social workers working in governmental hospitals must be specified according to job descriptions.
- Social workers must be satisfied about teamwork, organization climate, and the quality of their working life. Their training needs must be continuously and sustainably assessed.

Social workers' sense of empowerment must be increased by allowing them to participate in decision-making and problem solving in innovative ways.
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